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Welcome  
Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us 

subscribers via e-mail 
 

*FOR YOUR EYES ONLY* 
*DO NOT FORWARD* 

 
UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE NOTICE 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information contained in this 
communication is private, legally privileged and confidential information 
intended only for the use of registered HSL or Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us 
or FMU subscribers. If the reader of this communication is not the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that the reading, 
dissemination, distribution, forwarding or copying of this communication 
is strictly prohibited and grounds for the immediate termination of the 
subscription, without the right of refund, of any registered HSL subscriber 
who participates in such distribution, dissemination, forwarding or 
copying. HSL reserves the right to monitor the use of this communication, 
by whichever electronic means it deems appropriate. If you have received 
this communication in error, please immediately notify us by e-mail to 
arrange for return of the message to us. It is the intention of the sender of 
this communication to preserve all protections and privileges attendant to 
the enclosed communication. Thank you. hslmentor@racsa.co.cr 
 
WARNING: Reproduction of any of the material contained in HSL, 
forwarding of HSL, or any portion thereof, by e-mail, fax, photocopying or 
any other means, substantial quotation of any portion of HSL, or any other 
use of HSL by any person other than the registered subscriber, without the 
written permission of HSL, may violate copyright laws and subject the 
violator to legal prosecution. Violations are punishable by fines up to 
$100,000 per incident under the US Copyright Act. All rights reserved. 
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-Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us- 
 
Welcome to GCRU #393 on March 31, 2010 (in its 9th year). ●●●● The 
“cabal probe” that we referred to last time succeeded in manipulating the 
gold price lower, & holding it around the $1,100 level so that April gold 
Put & Call options expired with little or no value last Friday �. More 
positively, gold’s apparent resistance against a profusion of selling 
attacks, & a new spurt of US$ strength, highlights a growing bullish 
dislocation in the gold/US$ relationship, & suggests that strong physical 
demand (which keeps emerging around the $1,100 level) once again 
helped to put a floor under prices. ●●●● On the subject of physical demand, 
our friends at Gata.org tell us that Sprott Asset Management in Toronto 
recently tried to buy the 190 tonnes of gold that the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) keeps threatening to strategically dump on the 
market, and was refused. Ditto for a financial house far bigger than 
Sprott. Ever since its unsatisfactory correspondence with the IMF in April 
2008, “GATA has maintained that the IMF has no gold at all [or far less 
than it claims], and that the IMF’s supposed gold sales are merely 
bookkeeping entries between Central Banks, enveloped in endless 
agitprop to scare the gold market down.” ●●●● On the technical front, a 
new sym/triangle from bullion’s Jan high through Feb low is rivaling the 
6-week H&S top. This gives support to the Dec-Mar reverse H&S 
formation we’ve been watching over recent weeks, where the left 
shoulder & head have been completed, as well as a pullback & rebound 
above a logical support area for the right shoulder low. This presumes 
prices will now hold the recent $1,086.10 March low, & slowly “wiggle” 
higher towards the $1,144.60-1,153.90 neckline cum resistance area. If all 
goes well, we will eventually break above $1,153.90 for a $1,236.00 
initial upside target, or at minimum, a re-test of the Dec 2008 record high. 
This rosy scenario will remain valid unless bullion breaks below 
$1,077.50 support of its July 2008 uptrend line, which could sink us to 
$1,045.60 (or lower). ●●●● In 15 years the assets of the top 6 US banks has 
shifted from 17% of GDP to 63%! This is a startling revelation on how 
big the too big to bails have become. ●●●● Friend & top futures trader 
Chick Goslin believes the sharp drop off in relations between the US & 
Israel may not just be due to disagreement over the building of new 
settlements, but due to serious disagreement on what to do about Iran’s 
nuclear program. “What if the US is trying to dissuade Israel from 
bombing Iran nuclear facilities and Israel is not listening. Obviously we 
will not know Israel has bombed Iran until after it happens. But, should 
this happen it would almost certainly produce a huge up spike in oil, and 
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down move in stocks.” Crude oil short sellers beware. As Chick reminds 
us, when Iraq invaded Kuwait over a weekend, oil gapped up & opened 
more than $20 higher on the Monday! ●●●● Most of the gold shares are a 
lot lower than a week ago, as confirmed by a sharp slide in the gold 
indexes. Last Wed/Thurs was a rout for the gold shares, which, on 
average fell a punishing 6.16% (basis the HUI index) vs just 1.38% in 
bullion. That’s a huge disparity, which hints bullion may be starting to 
discount lower prices, & is hopefully readying to lead the next upside 
charge. We say hopefully, because a sharp rise in bullion is needed to 
rescue the gold shares from the threat of bearish H&S tops, whose 
recurrence in a great number of charts adds a disturbing authenticity. 
Bellwether Agnico Eagle (AEM) is no exception, capped by its own H&S 
top, but if it is weak, so are the gold shares as a whole. So AEM is still a 
bellwether, even if we don’t like what it tells us. ●●●●  “TRADING” has 
been attacked again, by people who have difficulty trading. That’s mostly 
because they don’t really understand the important rules of the practice 
&/or don’t use charts as the basis for investing. Trading is the wrong 
word for what we do & advocate here. We’re “flexible investors.” The 
term is self-explanatory. Flexible obviously means willing to sell what U 
bought perhaps only yesterday. “Investors” obviously means U are happy 
to hold ABC as a longer-term investment “if” the chart continues to 
support your position. ●●●● A quick Relative/Strength (R/S) check shows 
the disparity between the gold shares themselves is widening, with 
Semafo, Red Back Mining, & Osisko Mining the top R/S leaders, & Lake 
Shore Gold, Eldorado Gold, Iamgold, & Jaguar Mining the weakest. So, 
we’ll be looking to “spring-clean” the GCRU portfolio, ie: exit, or reduce 
exposure to the weaker stocks rapidly into any strength & replace them 
with more enthusiastic contenders (see the PS below). Ditto any shares in 
the intermediate R/S group that fail to develop above-average sector 
strength. ●●●● We continue to be bullish on most stock markets. We do so 
knowing the charts & technical inner-mkt indicators say the end of this 
year old upswing isn’t far off – and the first down leg may be sharp. Best 
tactic: put stops under the most recent chart low and/or take profits now, 
& then because that is the only way to be sure U pocket them. Or some 
of each tactic. ●●●● Bullish Consensus list gold at 69 (down 2 from last 
week). The US$ is listed at 54 (unchanged). B/C say gold is 
“neutral/bearish today, neutral thereafter.” ●●●● The US bond market is 
flashing a danger signal with the debt of major corporations (Berkshire 
Hathaway, Proctor & Gamble, Johnson & Johnson, etc) trading at lower 
yields than US Treasuries. Is the US bond market about to crash? There’s 
a serious risk if the 26-year uptrend line in the US 30-year Treasury Bond 
breaks (now 112^12 basis the continuation Cx). How would this effect 
gold? As of 2009, the Bank for Int’l Settlements estimated the size of the 
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global bond market at $82.2 trillion. So, gold’s bull market won’t simply 
accelerate when money starts fleeing bonds for gold, it will be catapulted 
into the stratosphere! ●●●● Gold is up $3.60 in European trading this AM. 
The $ is down 21 cents. ●●●● As today’s password indicates, the gold 
shares are -- stuckinglue -- and until they become unstuck, we must wait. 
Just as we must be ready to defend & protect our capital if nearby & key 
under-chart support points start to buckle. See the logical parameters & 
chart guidelines herein. ●●●● Gold bless. From your personal gold 
alchemist, Uncle Harry, & Paul.  
 
 

●●●● If it’s Wednesday, it’s Gold (& Mkts) Charts R Us. 
 
 
 
PS: The following shares will only be added to GCRU if the buy levels 
are hit: Alamos Gold (TSX: AGI); buy after 1-dc over 14.15; stop: 1-dc 
below 11.70. Centerra Gold (TSX: CG); buy after 1-dc over 13.50; stop: 
1-dc below 10.80. New Gold (Amex: NGD); buy after 1-dc over 4.70; 
stop: 1-dc below 3.85. 
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••Our Abbreviations:  
 
1dc = 1-day close (the share price 
must close above or below the 
indicated price level, before our 
recommendation is activated).  
2dc = 2-day close (consecutive).  
Bot = bought.  
CAD$ = Canadian dollar.  
H&S= Head & Shoulder.  
L/O/C= Line On Close.  
L/T = Long Term.  
M/T = Medium Term.  
N/L = neckline.  
P/F = Portfolio. 
P/O = Price Objective.  
Recom = Recommended.  
R/H&S = Reverse Head & 
Shoulder. 
R/S = Relative Strength.  
S/T = Shorterm.  
Sym/tri = symmetrical triangle. 
Tgt = Target. 
Unch = unchanged.  
Vol = Volume. 
Wk = week.  
Ystdy = yesterday.  
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GOLD 

 
 

Comex gold June futures – daily – 6 month view 
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Comex gold June 2010 futures – 480 min – 7wk view 
 
 

 
Comex gold June 2010 futures Cx - 480-min tick chart (all sessions): 
Open trades:  
 
 

Long at:          
 
Stop:  
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 1122.90 (basis June Cx). 
Traders exited April Cx via 1088.80 stoploss �.  
Basis June: S/T: 1083-stop. M/T: 1-dc U/1068.40. 
Basis June: 1195.80 &/or 1222.50 &/or 1248.80. 

New Recom: Some lightened up at mkt. If out, spec buy June after 1-dc over 
most recent downtrend line from Dec high (now 1122.50); stop: 
exit, or sell ½ at 1083.00-stop, ½ after 1-dc below 1083.00; sell 
bits at 1195.80 &/or 1222.50 &/or 1248.80. All buy again after 1-
dc over 1137.80, & again over 1154.10. 
Hedgers sold short June at 1104.10. If out, sell short June at 
1083.00-stop; stop: 1-dc over 1122.50; cover ½ at 1045.60 &/or 
trail stop downside.  

Comment: 
 
 

6-week H&S top vs Jan peak sym/triangle cum 4-month reverse 

H&S. Spinner in untested positive cross. A break above or below 
converging confines of Jan sym/triangle likely to set next mini 
trend in place (ie, above 1137.80, or below 1083.00). 
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Schultz Gold Share Index (SGI) -- weekly 

 
 

 
Schultz Gold Index (SGI) – weekly chart: 
Comment: Weekly chart: picture perfect pullback cum bull flag & rebound 

above neckline support of Mar 2008-Sept 2009 reverse H&S base; 
47.60 upside measured target. Requires a determined push above 
37.00 to ignite next rally-leg.    

 
Schultz Gold Stocks Advance/Decline Line -- weekly 

 

 
Schultz Gold Stocks Advance/Decline Line (SGS A/D) weekly chart: 
Comment: Weekly chart: dip to build potential right shoulder of (3-year!) 

Apr 2007- Mar 2010 reverse H&S, with 5250 neckline cum  
upside breakout point. This chart is updated daily on our  
website. Go to the GCRU download page & click: View Gold 
Stocks Advance/Decline Line. 
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GOLD SHARES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Eldorado Gold (Toronto: ELD-T; NYSE: EGO); gold: CAD$: 
Open trades: Long at:          

Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 13.31 (Feb-12-10).  
S/T: 11.70-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 11.70. 
15.50 &/or 16.70 &/or 17.50. 

New Recom: Spec buy after 2-dc over most recent downtrend line from Jan peak 
(now 13.60); stop: 1-dc below 11.70.  

Comment: Broke to new 4½-month low. 7-month H&S top risk vs extended 
Jan peak bull wedge. Spinner in fragile upturn. Sharp slide poss if 
breaks 11.50. Hedge or reduce exposure accordingly. We may exit 
ELD-T on any sizable retracement unless a sharp pick-up in R/S 
develops. 
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Iamgold Corp (NYSE: IAG; Canada: IMG-T); gold: US$: 
Open trades: 
 

Long at:          
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 14.90 (Feb-17-10). 
S/T: 12.20-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 12.20.  
17.80 &/or 19.30 &/or 19.95.  

New Recom: Spec buy after 2-dc over most recent downtrend line from Dec peak 
(now 14.85); stop: 1-dc below 12.20.  

Comment: 7-month H&S top threat vs uncertain Jan-Mar double bottom cum 
reverse H&S base. Spinner a crosscurrent bear. Exit, or hedge if 
breaks 12.20. Weak R/S. May exit/sell into next burst of strength.  

 

 
Jaguar Mining (Canada: JAG-T; NYSE: JAG); gold: CAD$: 
Open trades: 
 

Long at:          
 
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 8.65 (May-20-09).  
Some exited via 9.30-stop stoploss �. 
M/T: 1-dc below 9.30. 
13.55 &/or 14.75 &/or 16.15. 

New Recom: No new buy recommendation this week.  
Comment: 
 

Jan-Mar reverse H&S base voided via unpredictable pullback &  
break below Dec 2008 uptrend line. Spinner (thick) confirming line 
hooking to negative; warns additional consolidation probable.  
Light will go out if closes below 9.30.  
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Lake Shore Gold (Canada: LSG-T); gold: CAD$: 
Open trades: 
 

Long at:          
 
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 3.31 (Feb-17-10). 
Some exited via 2.48-stop stoploss �. 
M/T: 1-dc below 2.48. 
4.38 &/or 4.90 &/or 5.35.  

New Recom: Gamblers only buy (or average down) after 2-dc over Jan 4 
downtrend line (now 2.95); stop: 1-dc below 2.48. 

Comment: 9-month H&S top vs untested Feb-Mar double bottom. Spinner 
hints negative price momentum easing. Requires an immediate 
upside reversal & R/S increase to justify holding in GCRU pf. 

 

 
Northern Dynasty Minerals (Canada: NDM-T; NYSE: NAK); 
copper/gold/molybdenum; CAD$: 
Open trades: 

 
Long at:          
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 9.52 (Feb-17-10). 
S/T: 8.30-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 8.30. 
10.60 &/or 11.65 &/or 12.75 &/or 13.80. 

New Recom: If out, buy after 1-dc over 9.50; stop: 1-dc below 8.30. All buy again 
after 1-dc over 10.20. 

Comment: Tentative re-bound on Oct 2008 uptrend line. Spinner in positive 
cross but (thick) confirming line has yet to make an obvious upturn.  
Mar 2009-Feb 2010 reverse H&S base; 13.80 upside target.  
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Osisko Mining (Canada: OSK-T); gold: CAD$: 
Open trades: 

 
Long at:          
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 5.90 (May-13-09).  
S/T: 7.58-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 7.58. 
9.75 &/or 10.50 &/or 11.20 &/or 12.45. 

New Recom: All buy again big after 1-dc over 9.15; stop: 1-dc below 7.58. 
Comment: New & hesitant rise towards top resistance of Sept-Mar bullish 

ascending triangle; 11.20 upside measured target. Spinner easing 
from bearish to neutral. Xlnt potential if breaks above 9.15.  

 

 
Randgold Resources (Nasdaq: GOLD; London: RRS); gold: US$: 
Open trades: Long at:          

Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 74.42 (Feb-17-10). 
S/T: 61.90-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 61.90. 
83.85 &/or 90.30 &/or 96.30. 

New Recom: All buy again after 1-dc over Dec downtrend line (now 78.70); stop: 
1-dc below 66.80. 

Comment: Undetermined 7-month H&S top. 20-day bull flag cum setback to 
test upper support of Jan-Feb reverse H&S; 83.85 upside target.  
Spinner a crosscurrent bear. Requires a break above Dec downtrend 
line (now 78.70) to fortify Feb-Mar reversal effort.  
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Red Back Mining (Toronto: RBI-T); gold: CAD$: 
Open trades: Long at:          

Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 6.76 (Dec-11-08).  
S/T: 17.80-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 17.80. 
22.90 &/or 24.80 &/or 26.70. 

New Recom: Gamblers buy after 1-dc over 20.85; stop: 1-dc below 17.80. 
Comment: Extending 20-day bull flag from Mar peak. Positive hook in Spinner 

has yet to feed through to (thick) confirming line. Volume Plus.  
Bullish above Oct uptrend line (now 18.60), defensive below.  

 

 
Royal Gold (Nasdaq: RGLD); gold: US$: 
Open trades: Long at:          

Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 45.46 (March-01-10). 
S/T: 39.70-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 39.70.  
54.60 &/or 57.80 &/or 64.40 &/or 69.90. 

New Recom: If out, buy after 1-dc over 48.15; stop: 1-dc below 39.70.  
Comment: 7-month H&S top vs Dec-Mar reverse H&S effort. Negative hook  

in Spinner (thick) confirming line; warns against buying shorterm 
dip action. Struggling against general headwinds.  
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Semafo Inc (Toronto: SMF-T) gold: CAD$: 
Open trades: Long at:          

 
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 5.00 (March-03-10).  
Traders re-bought at 5.43. 
S/T: 4.70-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 4.70. 
6.32 &/or 6.90. Some took profit at 5.80 ☺.  

New Recom: If out, spec buy if dips to 5.60 & 5.35; stop: 1-dc below 4.70.  
Comment: Surge rise above Nov-Mar flat top triangle; 6.32 nearby target. 

Spinner in persistent positive cross. Volume supporting price. 
Refreshing action in a generally apathetic gold market!   

 

 
Silver Wheaton (NYSE: SLW; Toronto: SLW-T); gold: US$: 
Open trades: Long at:          

Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 15.84 (Feb-17-10). 
S/T: 12.40-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 12.40. 
19.90 &/or 21.70 &/or 23.50. 

New Recom: If out, buy after 1-dc over 16.20; stop: 1-dc below 12.40. All buy 
again after 1-dc over 17.70. 

Comment: Dec-Mar reverse H&S effort. Spinner in positive hook with (thick) 
confirming line vacillating on zero line. Volume bullish but 
insufficient. Requires a break above 17.70 to set alight.   
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FUTURES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Cocoa May 2010 futures – daily chart: 
Open trades: Long at:          

Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Traders bought at 2925 (Mar-29-10). 
S/T: 2770-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 2770. 
Sell bits at 3125 &/or 3260 &/or 3380 &/or 3512. 

New Recom: If out, spec buy if dips to 2930 & 2890; stop: exit, or sell ½ at 
2770-stop, ½ after 1-dc below 2770; sell bits at 3125 &/or 3260 
&/or 3380 &/or 3512. 

Comment: Jan peak down wedge & strengthening upside breakout; 3512 
theoretical target. Spinner on brink of major bull cue. Seemingly 
primed for a significant rally-leg.  
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Coffee May 2010 futures – daily chart: 
Open trades: Long at:          

 
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 133.75 (Mar-11-10). 
Traders re-bought at 137.00. 
S/T: 131.50-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 131.50. 
141.80 &/or 144.80 &/or 147.80. 

New Recom: Buy if dips to 137.25 & 135.75; stop: exit, or sell ½ at 131.50-
stop, ½ after 1-dc below 131.50; sell bits at 141.80 &/or 144.80. 

Comment: Bullish mix of Jan peak bull wedge & 2-month reverse H&S & 
upside breakout; 144.80 initial upside target (basis L/O/C). Spinner 
bull cue. Volume supporting price. Gaining legs.  

 

 
Crude Oil NY May 2010 futures – daily chart: 
Open trades:  Short at:          

Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Gamblers sold short May at 81.58. 
S/T: 83.30-stop. M/T: 1-dc over 83.30.  
Cover ½ at 78.90, & trail stop rest. 

New Recom: If short, exit before 3-day weekend if no obvious breakout occurs. 
If out, buy May (or cover shorts) after 1-dc over 83.30; stop: 
79.90-stop; sell ½ at 87.80, & tight trail stop rest.   

Comment: Fading strength of Feb peak bear wedge. Repeated failure to 
breakdown unnerving. Friday is a holiday & we are personally  

not willing to hold shorts over the long weekend. 
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S&P500 Index June 2010 futures – daily chart: 
Open trades: 
 

Long at:          
 
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Initial entry price: 1146.60 (Mar-12-10). 
Traders re-bought June at 1169.20 & 1163.50 
S/T: 1151.80-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 1151.80.  
1194.80 &/or 1215.80. Hit at 1175.80 ☺. 

New Recom: 
 

If out, gamblers only buy June at mkt; stop: 1151.80-stop; sell bits 
at 1194.80 & 1215.80. Sell short June bit after 1-dc (decisive) 
below 1151.80; stop: 1-dc over 1170.10; cover ½ at 1101.50. 

Comment: 
 

Hit 1175.80 target of Jan-Mar reverse H&S. Spinner weak. Bullish 
above Feb uptrend line (now 1153.40). Keep tight stops.   

 

 
Soybeans May 2010 futures – daily chart: 
Open trades: 
 

Long at:          
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Traders not in yet. 
S/T: 938.50-stop. M/T: 1-dc below 938.50. 
Sell bits at 1030 &/or 1052 &/or 1072. 

New Recom: 
 

Spec buy after 1-dc over 979.00; stop: exit, or sell ½ at 938.50-stop, 
½ after 1-dc below 938.50; sell bits at 1030 &/or 1052 &/or 1072. 

Comment: 
 

Tentative Jan-Mar ascending triangle base; 1030 theoretical upside 
target. Spinner on threshold of major bull cue. Volume+. Looks 
ready to roll. 
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US$ Index June 2010 futures-daily chart: 
Open trades: 
 
 

Short at:         
 
Stop: 
Profit targets: 

Exited June shorts via 81.40 stoploss �.  
Traders then bought at 82.40.  
2-dc below 80.30. 
Sell ½ at 83.40, & trail stop rest. 

New Recom: If out, shorterm traders only buy June if dips to 81.20; sell ½ at 
83.40. Sell, or gamblers sell short June after 2-dc below Nov 
uptrend line (now 80.30); stop: 1-dc over 81.60; cover ½ at 78.10.  

Comment: Classic 5-leg rally with 83.40 possible upside target area (which 
coincides with 83.15 target of Sept-Jan R/H&S). Spinner in 
crosscurrent bull mode; hints higher highs probable.  
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Mar-31-10 OPEN POSITIONS & NEW RECOMMENDATIONS RECAP 
Sectors Symbol Trade recommendation Long Entry Initial Traders Last Trailing Target Target Target

      Short Date Entry re-bot/- Closing Stoploss  #1 #2 #3 
          Price sold at Price         

Gold shares            
Eldorado Gold ELD-T Spec buy after 2-dc over most recent 

downtrend line from Jan peak (now 
13.60); stop: 1-dc below 11.70.  

L Feb-12-10 13.31   12.20 11.70-stop    
1-dc U/11.70   

15.50 16.70 17.50 

Franco Nevada FNV-T If out, spec buy after 2-dc over 28.40; 
stop: 1-dc below 24.90. Unrewarding 
sideways drift. May exit into shorterm 
strength unless sharp R/S improvement 
occurs. 

L Sep-16-09 30.99   27.25 24.90-stop    
1-dc U/24.90

30.30 32.90 35.60 

Iamgold Corp IAG Spec buy after 2-dc over most recent 
downtrend line from Dec peak (now 
14.85); stop: 1-dc below 12.20.  

L Feb-17-10 14.90   13.22 12.20-stop    
1-dc U/12.20  

17.80 19.30 19.95 

Jaguar Mining JAG-T No new buy recommendation this week. L May-20-09 8.65   9.49 Hit at      
9.30-stop �   
1-dc U/9.30 

13.55 14.75 16.15 

Lake Shore 
Gold 

LSG-T Gamblers only buy (or average down) 
after 2-dc over Jan 4 downtrend line 
(now 2.95); stop: 1-dc below 2.48. 

L Feb-17-10 3.31   2.59 Hit at      
2.48-stop �   
1-dc U/2.48 

4.38 4.90 5.35 

Northern 
Dynasty 
Minerals 

NDM-T If out, buy after 1-dc over 9.50; stop: 
1-dc below 8.30. All buy again after 1-
dc over 10.20. 

L Feb-17-10 9.52   9.47 8.30-stop     
1-dc U/8.30 

10.60 11.65 12.75 

Osisko Mining OSK-T All buy again big after 1-dc over 9.15; 
stop: 1-dc below 7.58. 

L May-13-09 5.90   8.62 7.58-stop     
1-dc U/7.58 

9.75 10.50 11.20 
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Mar-31-10 OPEN POSITIONS & NEW RECOMMENDATIONS RECAP 
Sectors Symbol Trade recommendation Long Entry Initial Traders Last Trailing Target Target Target

      Short Date Entry re-bot/- Closing Stoploss  #1 #2 #3 
          Price sold at Price         

Gold Shares            
Randgold Res. GOLD All buy again after 1-dc over Dec 

downtrend line (now 78.70); stop: 1-dc 
below 66.80. 

L Feb-17-10 74.42   74.29 61.90-stop    
1-dc U/61.90

83.85 90.30 96.30 

Red Back Mng RBI-T Gamblers buy after 1-dc over 20.85; 
stop: 1-dc below 17.80. 

L Dec-11-08 6.76   20.47 17.80-stop    
1-dc U/17.80

22.90 24.80 26.70 

Royal Gold RGLD If out, buy after 1-dc over 48.15; stop: 
1-dc below 39.70.  

L Mar-01-10 45.46   45.50 39.70-stop    
1-dc U/39.70  

54.60 57.80 64.40 

Semafo Inc SMF-T If out, spec buy if dips to 5.60 & 5.35; 
stop: 1-dc below 4.70.  

L Mar-03-10 5.00 5.43 5.83 4.70-stop     
1-dc U/4.70 

Hit at 
5.80 �

6.32 6.90 

Silver Wheaton SLW If out, buy after 1-dc over 16.20; stop: 
1-dc below 12.40. All buy again after 1-
dc over 17.70. 

L Feb-17-10 15.84   15.41 12.40-stop    
1-dc U/12.40 

19.90 21.70 23.50 

Futures            
Cocoa CC K0 If out, spec buy if dips to 2930 & 

2890; stop: exit, or sell ½ at 2770-
stop, ½ after 1-dc below 2770; sell bits 
at 3125 &/or 3260 &/or 3380 &/or 
3512. 

L Mar-29-10 2925.00   2969 2770-stop    
1-dc U/2770

3125 3260 3380 

Coffee KC K0 Buy if dips to 137.25 & 135.75; stop: 
exit, or sell ½ at 131.50-stop, ½ after  
1-dc below 131.50; sell bits at 141.80 
&/or 144.80. 

L Mar-11-10 133.75 137.00 138.95 131.50-stop   
1-dc U/131.50

141.80 144.80 147.80 

Corn C K0 Traders exited via 357.50 stoploss �. 
No new trade recom this week.  
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Mar-31-10 OPEN POSITIONS & NEW RECOMMENDATIONS RECAP 
Sectors Symbol Trade recommendation Long Entry Initial Traders Last Trailing Target Target Target

      Short Date Entry re-bot/- Closing Stoploss  #1 #2 #3 
          Price sold at Price         

Futures            
Crude oil  CLK0 If short, exit before 3-day weekend if 

no obvious breakout occurs. If out, buy 
May (or cover shorts) after 1-dc over 
83.30; stop: 79.90-stop; sell ½ at 
87.80, & tight trail stop rest.   

S Mar-24-10 81.58   82.37 83.30-stop    
1-dc O/83.30

Cover 
1/2 at 
78.90 

Trail 
stop 
rest 

  

Gold GC M0 See page 7. L Mar-10-10  1122.90   1105.70 1083.00-stop  
1-dc 

U/1068.40  

1195.80 1222.50 1248.80

S&P500 SPM0 If out, gamblers only buy June at mkt; 
stop: 1151.80-stop; sell bits at 1194.80 
& 1215.80. Sell short June bit after 1-
dc (decisive) below 1151.80; stop: 1-dc 
over 1170.10; cover ½ at 1101.50. 

L Mar-12-10 1146.60 1169.20  
1163.50 

1169.40 1151.80-stop   
1-dc U/1151.80 

Hit at 
1175.80 

� 

1194.80 1215.80

Soybeans S-K0 Spec buy after 1-dc over 979.00; stop: 
exit, or sell ½ at 938.50-stop, ½ after 
1-dc below 938.50; sell bits at 1030 
&/or 1052 &/or 1072. 

        974.00  938.50-stop  
1-dc U/938.50

1030.00 1052.00 1072.00

US$-Index DXM0 If out, shorterm traders only buy June 
if dips to 81.20; sell ½ at 83.40. Sell, or 
gamblers sell short June after 2-dc 
below Nov uptrend line (now 80.30); 
stop: 1-dc over 81.60; cover ½ at 78.10. 

L Mar-25-10 82.40   81.74 2-dc U/80.30  Sell 1/2 
at 83.40

Trail 
stop 
rest 
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Welcome to the editorial section of GCRU 
 
●●●● “Whistleblower exposes JP Morgan’s silver manipulation. On March 
23, 2010, GATA director Adrian Douglas was contacted by a whistleblower 
by the name of Andrew Maguire, a metals trader in London & ex of 
Goldman Sachs. Maguire has reportedly been told first-hand by traders 
working for JP Morgan Chase that JPM manipulates the precious metals 
markets, and they have bragged how they use this manipulation to make 
money.” From GATA.org: “In November 2009 Maguire contacted the CFTC 
enforcement division to report this criminal activity. He described in detail 
the way JPM signals to the market its intention to take down the precious 
metals. Traders recognize these signals and make money shorting the metals 
alongside JPM. Maguire explained how there are routine market 
manipulations at the time of option expiry, non-farm payroll data 
releases, and COMEX contract rollover, as well as ad-hoc events. In an 
e-mail on February 5 Maguire wrote: ‘It is common knowledge here in 
London among the metals traders that it is JPM’s intent to flush out and 
cover as many shorts as possible prior to any discussion in March about 
position limits. A serious amount of money was made and lost today and 
in my opinion as a result of the CFTC's allowing, by their own 
definition, an illegal concentrated and manipulative position to 
continue.’ Expiry of the COMEX gold April call options was last Friday, 
March 26. There was large open interest in strikes from $1,100 to $1,150 in 
gold. As always happens month after month, HSBC and JPM sell short in 
large quantities to overwhelm all bids and make unsuspecting option holders 
lose their money. This is how much the gold cartel fears the CFTC's 
enforcement division. They thumb their noses at you because in more 
than a decade of complaints and 18 months of a silver market 
manipulation investigation, nothing has been done to stop them.” Rising 
precious metals (PM) prices are a red flag that show an economy is being 
badly managed and that its fiat currency purchasing power is collapsing. So, 
in a perverse marriage of complicity, govt, seeking to hide their 
incompetence & maintain confidence in the fiat currency, is turning a blind 
eye to the JPM’s of this world as they overtly rig & trash the PM market. 
Bless Bill Murphy & GATA, a hero in the hard money cause. ●●●● Public 
pension deficits are far worse than you think. From the WSJ: “A recent 
American Institute Paper shows that the typical state employee public 
pension plan has only a 16% chance of solvency. More public pensions have 
a zero probability of solvency than have a probability in excess of 50%. 
When public pension assets fall short, taxpayers are legally obligated to 
make up the difference. The market value of this contingent liability exceeds 
$3 trillion.” Retirement planning isn’t just about saving money, but 
protecting purchasing power. Buying gold is the best way to do this, because 
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it is honest money without liability or agenda. Otherwise U risk a retirement 
of dwindling choices and sharply lower expectations. ●●●● US is riskier than 
euro zone; so says CDS market. Something troubling has occurred in the 
market for default protection on the debt of the world's biggest borrower, 
reports the WSJ. “Standard & Poor's Valuation and Risk Strategies division 
noted last week that the difference between the spread on US sovereign 
credit default swaps and an equivalent benchmark for AAA-rated euro-zone 
sovereigns flipped into positive territory March 12. As US CDS spreads 
expanded to their widest levels in two years, that cross-region gap blew out 
to 5.7 basis points last Friday before narrowing to 4.7 Tuesday. In effect, the 
positive US-versus-euro zone spread means investors think the risk of a 
US default--however remote--is greater than that on euro-denominated 
sovereign debt.” Predictably, the WSJ says there’s no indication that S&P’s 
ratings division is about to downgrade the US’s vital (think national 
security) 'AAA' rating, “but over time, ratings analysts cannot stay blind 
to market signals like this one.” Widening credit default swaps on the US 
(and a fast-growing number of Western govts) reflect the risk that investors 
will reject the low yields on offer, potentially leading to a govt bond market 
collapse. ●●●● The strongly recommended subscription service provided by 
Leap2020 (www.leap2020.eu) classifies in descending order (the most to the 
least dangerous), eight countries with a sovereign risk greater than Greece – 
and who’s debt should obviously be avoided: 1). United States. 2). United 
Kingdom. 3). Ireland. 4). The Netherlands. 5). Japan. 6). Spain. 7). France. 
8). Portugal. ●●●● Gordon Brown ordered to release documents about his 
controversial decision to sell Britain's gold reserves. The decision to sell 
the gold - taken by Mr Brown when he was Chancellor - is regarded as one 
of the Treasury's worst financial mistakes and has [thus far] cost taxpayers 
almost £7 billion, reports the UK Telegraph. “Mr Brown and the Treasury 
have repeatedly refused to disclose information about the gold sale amid 
allegations that warnings were ignored. Between 1999 and 2002, Mr 
Brown ordered the sale of almost 400 tons of the gold reserves when the 
price was at a 20-year low. The Treasury pre-announced its plans to sell 
395 tons of the 715 tons held by the Bank of England, which caused 
prices to fall.” Jesse's Cafe Americain wades in on the subject & comments: 
“The manner in which the UK gold sale was conducted, and the speed at 
which it was undertaken, without consulting of the Bank of England, made 
many of the City of London's financiers uneasy. The sale as a bailout was 
given impetus by this revelation, which surfaced some years later: In front of 
3 witnesses, Bank of England Governor Eddie George spoke to Nicholas J. 
Morrell (CEO of Lonmin Plc) after the Washington Agreement gold price 
explosion in Sept/Oct 1999. Mr. George said ‘We looked into the abyss if 
the gold price rose further. A further rise would have taken down one or 
several trading houses, which might have taken down all the rest in their 
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wake. Therefore at any price, at any cost, the central banks had to quell 
the gold price, manage it. It was very difficult to get the gold price under 
control, but we have now succeeded. The US Fed was very active in getting 
the gold price down. So was the UK’.” There is also a credible speculation, 
continues Jesse, “that the sale was designed to benefit a few of the London 
based bullion banks which were heavily short the precious metal, and were 
looking for a push down in price and a boost in supply to cover their 
positions and avoid a default.” Govt & Central Banks have a long history of 
pursuing self-interest over public-interest. In spite of the repeated denials, 
they haven’t sworn off gold price manipulation, they’ve simply come up 
with a slew of new (& less obvious) tricks. As the French expression goes, 
‘The more things change, the more they stay the same’ �. ●●●● JP Morgan 
paid $1.9 billion for Washington Mutual and now it wants a $1.4 Billion 
tax refund! The WSJ reports: “A little noticed change in tax law was 
incorporated into the extension of jobless benefits last year. Under the new 
rules companies can use losses to apply for tax refunds against earnings 
from the past 5 years--up from just 2 years before the change. It isn’t 
just JP Morgan that is benefiting from the tax changes. Many other 
companies have benefited from the 2009 tax-refund law already. According 
to an analysis of securities filings by the WSJ, more than 250 companies 
have so far said they expect to get about $12 billion in federal tax refunds 
under the law. That remains a partial list. The Joint Committee on 
Taxation, a congressional committee, estimated the provision would cost 
$33 billion in its first year. The law specifically excluded companies that 
took TARP from applying for the refund. So how does JP Morgan qualify? 
It argues that since Washington Mutual never got TARP funds, its past taxes 
should qualify. That’s a plausible argument. But the deeper problem here 
is that our tax code shouldn’t be used like this. This rewards the worst 
managed companies with a subsidy while punishing those that didn't 
have losses in the crisis. It’s got [backdoor] bailout written all over it.” 
The last 3 lines say it all �. Wake-up America. Where is the outrage? ●●●● 

Defending a virtual currency. The ECB (Euro Central Bank) has set up 
gold in its forex reserves. That means that it plans to use gold to defend the 
value of the euro at some point, comments the knowledgeable 
Fofoa.blogspot.com. “That’s what forex reserves are for. The Fed uses other 
means to ‘defend’ the dollar. The Fed actually prints more dollars to buy 
debt outright to force down interest rates to fantasy levels to make the dollar 
appear strong. So it debases the dollar outright in order to have some dollars 
to trick the barometer. Eventually the ECB plans to use its gold reserves 
to manage the value of the Euro. Not to exchange euros for gold, but to 
use the gold to manage the euro, manipulate it if you will. But the big 
difference is that it will not start doing this until it is competing in a 
physical-only marketplace for gold. The ECB will print money and buy 
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more gold into the reserves if it wants to weaken the euro (raise the price of 
gold and debase the currency at the same time). And it will sell gold into the 
market if it wants to strengthen the euro (lower the price of gold and lower 
the money in circulation by taking some in). Of course gold will be at about 
50,000 euros per ounce before this even starts. This is how ‘forex’ gold 
reserves are much more powerful than the gold backing the dollar. They 
require less gold, they never run out, and they don't require the currency to 
compete in an unfair way with gold. Under the dollar's gold standard the 
Treasury had to restrict the entities that could come to the gold window. 
Under ‘freegold,’ everyone in the world can come to the gold window! 
Everyone that uses your ‘virtual euros’ has the confidence that you are 
defending their value against the most versatile real world physical 
trading element, gold. And also that you are allowing gold to float freely, 
so that anywhere in the world, they will be able to buy physical gold 
with your euros. They are perfectly convertible at all times and places, 
because the ultimate institution backing them makes sure they are 
credible against gold, and that there will never be a physical shortage of 
gold priced in euros.” This sounds like a clever plan. No more abusive gold 
manipulation in the interest of a privileged elite, but the ‘tweaking’ of gold 
vs virtual euros, to provide backing & confidence in the fiat currency, and to 
ensure the gold supply/demand equation is never squeezed out of whack. 
Whether gold reaches €50,000 is another question! ●●●● The competitive 
currency devaluation era gains momentum. Germany and France knew 
that they would eventually come to the table and approve some sort of 
package to help Greece, even though they made a lot of noise about doing 
nothing in the beginning, comments Sol Palha of TacticalInvestor. “No one 
has bothered to ask why. The reason is by playing this cat and mouse game, 
they have allowed the Euro to lose a significant portion of its value; in 
effect, they indirectly devalued their currency without actually officially 
having to do so. A single nation can easily devalue its currency, but in the 
Euro zone a single nation does not have this power. The large members can, 
however, pretend like they are not willing to help the smaller weaker 
members and thereby create a mini confidence crisis; the net result the Euro 
loses some of its value.” The recent haranguing of hedge funds & 
accusations of currency manipulation may have been a simple “distraction,” 
with a weaker euro desired to fulfill a hidden agenda. All countries can’t 
devalue their currencies at once, so dirty tricks will be the norm until 
insatiable gold demand liberates the physical price from the misleading 
paper gold price, whereupon all currencies will be devalued (at different 
degrees) relative to the true store of value – gold. 
 
 
************************************************************* 
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 “When the Government fears the People, that is Liberty. When the People 
fear the Government, that is Tyranny.” - Thomas Jefferson 

 
●●●● NOTE: all payments for HSL or GCRU services should be made payable 
to FERC Ltd.  
 
 
●●●● Quoting GCRU is permitted provided GCRU name, website address & 
subscription price are given. Same as HSL.  
 
 

 
Fax subscribers please note this week’s password to access Schultz Gold 
Index & Schultz Gold Share Advance/Decline Line charts daily via our 
website is: stuckinglue. 
•Subscribers can obtain free online chart updates for all gold shares in 
GCRU via: www.bigcharts.com. To view Canadian stks the following prefix 
must be used before the symbol: CA: (ie, to view Agnico Eagle (Toronto) 
you must use CA:AEM). 

•Note: U should NOT feel our recommended prices are set in concrete. If 
mkts suddenly feel hot or cold to U, or dramatic news occurs, U can buy or 
sell, or stop at slightly higher or slightly lower prices. It also hinges on your 
experience level. Some people can use our prices as guides & know when 
they can take bigger risks.  
 
Spinner: Spinner is an in-house momentum indicator (not always shown on 
charts). Momentum indicators use the rate of change in price to determine 
predominant energy flows. Spinner trading signals are generated when the 
faster (red) timing line crosses above or below the slower (blue) confirming 
line. Upside crosses in the lower range of positive territory offer the most 
reliable signals for longs; downside crosses in the top range of negative 
territory for shorts. Avoid trading against the timing line, ie, buying/selling 
if the timing line is in corrective mode (against direction of trade) unless the 
confirming line is positioning for a new 'confirming cycle'. It's important to 
always be aware of location, direction & cycling phase of the confirming 
line. Spinner signals are more effective in trending mkt's than in trading 
ranges where indicators such as Stochastics & Williams %R should be used. 
 
•Australian mkts are 1 day ahead of US time.  
•All charts created with TradeStation by Omega Research 2000. 
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Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us is published weekly. You may sign up for 3-mos 
at €213 ($316), 6-mos at €416 ($618), 9-mos at €608 ($903) or 12-mos €789 
($1,172).  
 
E-mail: info@hsletter.com 
 
 

- DISCLAIMER - 
Due to the electronic nature of e-mails, there is a risk that the information contained in this message has been modified. 
Consequently HSL, HSL Jr or Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us can accept no responsibility or liability as to the 
completeness or accuracy of the information. Whilst efforts are made to safeguard messages and attachments, HSL, 
HSL Jr or Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us cannot guarantee that messages or attachments are virus free, do not contain 
malicious code or are compatible with your electronic systems and does not accept liability in respect of viruses, 
malicious code or any related problems that you may experience. Information in HSL, HSL Jr or Gold (& mkts) Charts 
R Us is for general information only & is not intended to be relied upon by individual readers in making specific 
investment decisions. Appropriate independent advice should be obtained before making any such decisions. HSL, HSL 
Jr or Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us do not guarantee or assure that readers will make money, or accept liability for any 
loss suffered by readers as a result of any such decision. Futures and share trading involves risk and is not for all 
investors. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Trading involves risk and should be pursued with risk 
capital only!  


